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SHINYDOCS MADE IT TO THE 2021 LIST OF BEST 
WORKPLACES™ IN TECHNOLOGY!

Shinydocs is proud to announce that our organization has been named on 
the 2021 list of Best Workplaces™ in Technology. Shinydocs, a fast-growing 
software company based in Waterloo, received this honour after a thorough and 
independent analysis conducted by Great Place to Work®. 

The list is based on direct feedback from employees of the hundreds of 
organizations that were surveyed by Great Place to Work®. To be eligible for this 
list, organizations must be Great Place to Work- Certified™ in the past year and 
work primarily in the technology industry. Shinydocs was recognized as a Best 
Workplace in Technology based on employee responses to a Trust Index Survey.

“Shinydocs is solving enormous problems for organizations around the world, and that would simply not be possible 
without our talented and dedicated people,” said Jason Cassidy, CEO of Shinydocs. “We are thrilled and grateful to be 
recognized as a Best Workplace in Technology this year. I am looking forward to continuing to build our exceptional team 
as we grow and evolve as an organization.”

About Shinydocs:

Shinydocs is looking to change the way companies think about their enterprise data by managing data where it lives. Built 
on over a decade of research and patented technological innovation, Shinydocs is poised to change the way enterprises 
interact with their data and help solve the major challenges organizations face when managing their content. Shinydocs 
has been widely recognized for its innovation, including being a three-time OpenText Technology Partner of the Year. To 
learn more, visit www.shinydocs.com.

About Great Place to Work®:

Great Place to Work is the global authority on high-trust, high-performance workplace cultures. Through proprietary 
assessment tools, advisory services, and certification programs, GPTW recognizes the world’s Best Workplaces in a 
series of national lists including those published by The Globe & Mail (Canada) and Fortune magazine (USA). Great 
Place to Work provides the benchmarks, framework, and expertise needed to create, sustain, and recognize outstanding 
workplace cultures. Visit us at www.greatplacetowork.ca or find us on Twitter at @GPTW_Canada.
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